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The tempering process of chromium steels (11% Cr， 0.6% C; 13;;杉Cr，0.6% C) was studied 

by the methods of corrosion proof tests and differential thermal analyses， and together with those of 

the magnetic analyses and the hardness tests which were put forth in the previous reports， the follow-

ing conclusions were obtained. (1) The growth ofε-carbide begins in the neighborhood of the 

tempering temperaturs 1000C and reaches the saturation point at 2500C approx・ (2)Along with the 

growth of e -carbide the degree of corrosion increases， and exothermic reactions are discernible. (3) In 

the tempering range between 3300C and 450oC， 8 phase of the early period of precipitation remains 

meta-stable， the corrosion rate is almost unchangeable， and exothermic reactions are scarcely discerni-

ble. (4) When the tempering temp巴raturebecomes higher than 480oC， the corrosion rate shows a 

sudden increase and exothermic reactions occur along with it. This is considered to be due to the 

aggregation of 8 phase. This phenomenon is more remarkable in the tempering higher than 500oC: 

this is guessed to be caused by the nucleation and growth of alloy carbide (Cr， Fe) 7CS. (5) The 

corrosion curve of tempered alloy steel shows a slight peak in the tempering between 4000C and 

4500C and this corresponds with some secondary hardening which occurs within this temperature 

range. (6) The .corrosion rate versus the ter叩 eringtemperature curve (for 20 hours) has a peak in 

the neighborhood of 250oC: the factors which influence the corrosion of the chromium steels temper-

ed at the temperature higher than 2500C are entirely different from those at the temperature lower 

than 250oC. (7) The first stage of exothermic reactions involved in the tempering comes to a close 

once in the neighborhood of 2500C and is succeeded by a new exothermic reattion which continues 

up to around 360oC， and the D. T. A. (differential thermal analysis) curve of this new exothermic 

reaction shows a smooth and flat summit and a slight dent in the neighborhood of 30QoC. It seems 

that there are two kinds of exothermic reactions， one of which begins at around 2500C and ends at 

* A part of this research was presented at the Semiannual Conventions of Japan Institute of Metals， 
held 7 times between October， 1959 and October， 1960. 
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3100C~3200C and the other of which starts at approx. 30QoC and conti11u邑sup to around 3600C。

(8) In the light of the corr仁sio立 curves and the D. T. A. curves of the a110y st色白1tempered betwee11 

2500C a11d 310oC， the theory that transition preむipitatec011sistち ofεcarbide0111y i8 difficult to be 

approved. (9) In order to explai11 th日 above-me凶 011邑dphenom邑nait is necessary to intro釦 cea 

new phase of another kind which i8 tentativ色lycalled x factor by th巴 authoras was point巴dout in 

the previous r邑ports司 (10)V¥lhen the tempering temperature i8 raised higher than 2500C f-carbide 

turns 1nto X factor irreversibly， accompanied刃rithd巴creasein hardn告S8and corrosion ra te and wi tb 

exothermic reaction. According to the magnetic analysis X factor shows the sam巴 Curiepoint wi th 

Hagg-carbide. What the author calle x f品ctorcan be surmised as x carbide itself. 

Il1t:roduct:ion 

In this report the author has shown the results of the investigations on the 

tempering processes of high chromium steel through the methods of the corrosion 

proof test and the differential thermal It has been accεpted that 

the corrosion test is very effεctive in the study on the carbide re旦ctions of plain 

carbon steels 亘nd one of the import問 factorsinfluεncing th色 corrosionof chromi-

um steels is the csrbidεcontained in them. The r色asons tne author 

Do T. A. method are (1) very fevy reports and studies on this 

thermal have been so far， and (2) in view of th己 instanceswherε 

thermal analysis gav色 powerfulbasεs to th巴 studieson ageing and rεcovery of a1u四

minum the author considered that it is th記号旦me"Yv1th the case of chromium 

steels. 

Materi.als al1d Procedure 

The samples us色din the are chromi um steεls with 8;;払 115ぢ and

135ぢCr 0固 G%carbon content)，丘ndwere taken out of th日 samematerials used 

in the study r巴portedin the first thesis. (1) 

The measure of the test usεd in the corrosion四 resist呂nce test is 5mmゆ¥

30mm; they were polishecl up to 05 grade with Emery paper before th日 tempering，

and again they were with Emery paper after the tempering ancl just before 

the beginning of corrosion tests. The corrosive reagent used was 400 cm3 of 10;:'6 HCl 

solution; a large-mouthed bottle of 500 cm3 was used as bath. The s乱打lpleswere 

suspencled with No. 1 type glass hook used H. Endo and S. Morioka(2) respectively 

ancl each piεce was i nserted into the center of each bath. The decrease 

in was measurecl up to 001 mgr wi th a precisi on b旦lance.

The thermal vvere carried on with the aid of the differential therm旦l

analysis apparatus of automatic tempεrature control manufactured by 'Rigaku-

Denki' company. The test piece used for D. T. A. has乱 cylindricalform of the size 

4.5mmゆx20mmand h昌sa hole clrilled lengthwise in th巴 thεcorefor cont旦1l1lng a 

thermo-coup1c. The container of the sample is of nickel. Generally a metal test 

piece has a good therma1 conductivity呂ndso a li ttle clifferenc巴 insetting conclition 
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h乱sa serious influ巳nceupon the result. After various preliminary experiments i t 

was found out that good r己sultscan be obtained by insulating thermally t11e test 

piece from its container with the aid of a porcelain tube for thermo-couple. The 

measurement with continuous hesting was found to be most stable when it was 

done in argon gas. The results in this report were m巴asured through the above-

mentioned mεthods， having tI1e nid::e1 piεce of the same form and mass with that 

of the test piece旦sa stanclard. The endothじrmicand exothermic phenomena which 

are巴ssentiallyinvolved in the tempering process were observed and m:oasured in the 

fo11o八町ingway. First hardened chromium steel was put into one ho1e of the con-

tainer and stand旦rdsample of nickel was put into the other ho1e， and thεn th巴first

D. T. A. was done. This D.T.A. was rnade up to around A3 point of chromium 

steel and thus thεcarbide r巴actionin th巴 te日lpering process was made to finish. 

Next， after cooling it down to the room temperature， the second D.T.A. was carri-

ed 011 in the same setting. The difference b巴tweε11 the curve descri bed by the 

first D. T. A. and th乱tobtained through the s巴cond D. T. A. is nothing less than 

what the author triεd to fincl out. 

The harclening condition of the samples is the same with that in the first 

report. (1) The austenitizing treatm巴ntat the time of hardening and the tempering 

treatment were all carried on in vacuum. 

Results and Discussion 

Corrosion proof" iest 

Fig. 1 and Fig固 2shu、wthe conて)sionrate of R80C6 steel after th日 t巴rnperingfor 

20 hours at various temperatures園 Wher巴 tI1eresults shown in Fig. 1 are those of 

th巴 temperedmaterial with much martensite content 乱ftersubzero treatnlent， and 

the results in Fig. 2 are of the tempered samples containing plenty of retained 

austenite (rR) as oil quench色d. Corrosive reagent is 105万HClsolution， tim己 needed

for corrosion is 80 hours temperaturεis room temperature th巴 t巴rnperatures

shown in the diagrams are the average one throughout the tests. Both of tb日 cor凶

rosion curves mentioned above show旦nabrupt rise around and after 500oC， but a 

reversal between 6000C and 650oC， showing a low corrosion rate again. This resu1ted 

from the increasεd amount of旦ustenitec旦usedby A3 transformation beginning at 

this temperature range partly， but it has 110 direct relation with this study 乱nd so 

was omi tted in the cliagrams; the r巴sultsof the corrosion proof tests after 1:he 

tempering up to 5500C are shown in the diagrams. It is natural that the corrosion 

curve of the temp色r巴dmo.terial with plenty of rR content should show lwvver value 

than that of th己 temperedsample with plenty of martensite content， but both the 

curves show n色arlythe same trend except the following point. The marked differ-

ence between these two curv巴sis th211: the curve of the sample with plenty of 

martensi te shows a remarkable p色akin the neighborhood 01 the tempering temp巴ra-
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ture 2500C while the curve of the sample with plenty of rR has not shown c1early 

such a peak as corresponds with the above-mentioned peak. This shows that the 

peak of the former was not due to the decomposition of r R. 
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By considering the relation betwe巴nthe temering temprature and the 

rate in the light of Fig. 1， the following results were obtained. 

The corrosion rate before tempering is greater in the case of the subzero-treated 

sample with smaller content of rR' Within the tempering between the room temper司

ature and lOooC， th巴 corrosion rate shows a li ttle decrease， and this trend is also 

remarkable with the sample with less rR' It can be surmised that this is probably 

due to the release of a part of the internal stress between crystal grains， which 

was caused by hardening， with the aid of thennal energy. 

Within the tempering between 1200C and 2400C the corrosion rate snows a nearly 

uniform increase and the corrosion curve shows a small peak in the neighborhood 

corroslon 
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of 250oC. This peak is not due to the clecomposition of rR as was mentioned 

above. This ph邑nomenoncan be explained from the results obtainecl from the 

clata furnished through magnetic analyses and harclness t巴sts as was descri becl in 

the previous reports(l) (3) that is， the growth of e附 carbide begins at around 

1200C and it gets to the saturation point旦taround 呂ncl the corrosion rate 

increases with this growth. The peak seen in the of 2500C in the 

corrosion curve clenotes that the growth of ト carbicle has reached the maximum園

羽Tithinthe tempering r在日gebetwさen2600C and 3100C thε corrosion rate shows 

a measure of decrease as the temperature increases. This temp色raturerange corre-

sponcls with the area in which x factor (prob乳bly x-carbide):exists as was shown 

in the previous reports. (1) (3) According to the results of the magnetic analyses (1) 

e phase has not b己enformed within this temperature range. In the light of the 

other reports which have b巴enpublished so far， i t is concei vably impossi ble th呂t

magn巴ticanalysis has less than hヨrdness test or corrosion test. 1'0 

consider that transi tion prεcipitatεconsists of only ε-carbide makes it extremely 

difficu1t to expl且inthe peak in the neighborhood of 2500C of the corrosion curve: 

th乱t in γiew of the results of the corrosion tests i t more to 

consider that transition consists of ε-csrbide and x factor. 

Within the tempering range between around 3300C and 4500C the corrosion rat巴

shows a litle increase but can be said nearly regular and fixed: this coincides with 

the result of the previous report (3) that () phase remains meta -stable wi thin this 

temperature range. Ag旦in，the slight incre昌se in the corrosion rate within this 

temper旦ture range with the hard巴 accomparnying the 

precipit在tionof e phase 
The rapid incre乱seof corrosion rate seen in the ternpering high巴rthan 4800 

corresponds wi th the growth of e phase i11 the earlier stage， and the nucleation 

and growth of可 phasei11 the latεr st主ge; this 呂grees wi tll proceedi ng of 

softening in this temperature range. 

1n the 11eighborhood of the transitionl temperature 3200C from x factor to e 

phase and at around 5000C where the transition from e phase to可phaseis supposed 

to begin， th巴 corrosionrate of the temp日redsamples shows a fixed value or 

the corrosion curve shows even a trend to denote s slight valley i11 the neighbor回

hood of thesεtεmper且tures: this can be considered to have connection with tr旦ns-

itional mechanism between these c乱rbides，and this is an interesting problem. 

Differentiαl Thermαl Analysis (D. T. A) 

Fig圃 3shows the D.1'.A. curve (with the standard sample of of hardened 

R130C6 steel while it was being heated at th巴 rateof lOoC/min and Fig. 4 denotecl 

th巴 D.T. A. curve 'when it was heated again in the sam己 settingafter th巴 firsttest 

(D. T. A.) was through固 Thediffer己ncesbetwεen these curves rnake exothermic and 
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endoth巴rmicproper to the tempering process. In the D. T. A. curve shown in Fig. 4， 

the peak of A type seen in the neighborhood of 3600C and 760"C denotes the Curie 

point of the standard sample (Ni) ancl of chromi um steel respectively， ancl the 

sharp pεak arouncl 8240C corr巴sponclswith A3 transformation of chromi um  ste巴1

none of these phenomen旦 arep巴culiarto the tempering process. 

In Fig. 5 these two successive D. T. A. curv色Sof I{110C6 steel mentioned above 
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are put together for convenience' sake. The D. T. A. curve of the first test is given 

in solid 1ine and that of the second test in chained line. (The temperature range 

which is denoted with only a solid 1ine shows that both these two curves over1ap 

here within the 1imit of experimental error.) The tests were carried on in such a 

way as the case where the solid line comes under the' chained line denotes exother-

mic reation; and the results of the tests show that there are three distinct exother-

mic reactions in the tempering process of this steel as is seen in Fig. 5. These 

peaks denoting exothermic reactions were named P1， P2， Pa in the order of low 

temperature by the author. 

Pa is the most remarkable exothermic reaction which begins to be noticeable 

at about 4800C and reaches the culmination at and around 5900C and ends in the 

neighborhood of 620oC. As was pointed out in the first report (1)， in this alloy 

steel r R is decomposed between 5500C and 6000C of the tempering temperature at 

the heating rate 30Cjmin. And the decomposition of rR is accompanied with exother-， 
mic reaction as is well known. As the heating rate in the D. T. A. test was 100Cj 

min the decomposition temperature range of rR is to be shifted to the side of 

high temperature. In the tempering higher than 5000C the exothermic reaction 

accompanying the reaction (Fe， Cr)aC-→ (Cr， FehCa and the growth of (Cr， Fe)7Ca 

occurs naturally; but judging from the proportion of the amount of carbide in the 

sample to the amount of rR， it can be considered that in the tempering higher 

than 5500C the exothermic reaction by the decomposition of rR is far greater than 
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that by the carbide reaction. COl1sequently， rev巴rsingthe curve of P3  011 high 

t巴mperature side to the low temperature side having the ordinate passing on the 

highest peak as symmetrical axis (shown with a clotted line in the diagram) the 

author namecl the space which is enclos巴clwith the dott巴d curve， the solid curve， 

ancl the chainecl base line (which is fillecl with hatching lines in the diagram) Pr 

it would be permissible to consicler as the first approximation that the generation 

of heat in Pr part is clue to th巴 clecompositionof rR' Pc which clenot巴sthe balance 

of P3 minus Pr， shows the generation of heat by carbicle reaction. The exoth己rn，ic
reaction in Pc part is getting notic巴ablein the neighborhood of the tempering temper-

ature 4800C ancl the calorific value graclually incr巴asewith the rise of the temper-

atur巴 ancl reaching the culmination arouncl 550oC， falls graclually. Th巴 final

stage of P c is inclistinct owing to th巴 fonnationof Pr ・ Evenif judging from these 

points only it is certain that Pc is clue to the aggregstion of e phase and the 
nucleation ancl growth ofηphase as was pointecl out in the previous reports(l) (3). 

1n view of the r巴sultsin the previous reporst ancl its temperature range， exo-

thermic reaction P1 which starts at arouncl 800C ancl encls at about 2500C of the 

tempering temperature is considered to be clue to the transforl11ation as follows : 

martensite→トC乱rbicle-トlesstetragonal l11artensi te. 

P2 is the exothermic reaction which begins at the tel11pering tel11p巴raturearouncl 

2500C and continues Up to arouncl 360oC. The exotherl11ic reaction at higher temper-

ing temperature than 3200C can be consiclerecl to be clue to the precipitation of 

() phase juclging from th巴 resu1tsof our previous reports ancl other various reports. 

At the tempering lower than 3000C () phase does not exist as was referred to at the 

part of corrosion test: unlike P1 ancl P3， the peak of P2 is flat or rather might be 

saicl to be cliviclecl into 2 sma11， gently sloping hills having around 3000C as the 

bounclary. Moreover at this tempering rang己 ofthis alloy steel， decomposition of 

rR does not occur. The view point that transition precipitate consists of e-C且rbicle

phase only， cannot explain the lowベ:el11peraturepart of P2・ Theauthor's conclusion 

that transi tion precipi tate is composecl of e -carbicle ancl x factor (probably x -carbicle)， 

as was pointecl out in th巴 pr巴viousreports(l) (3)， seems l110re approp 

Conclusion 

The author stucliecl the tempering process of chrol11ium steels through the 

l11ethocls of corrosion proof test ancl differential therl11al analrsis (D. T. A)， ancl 

consiclering the results together with those of the l11agnetic analyses and the 

hardness tests which were put forwarcl in the previous reports， obtainecl the 

following conclusions. 

( 1) The growth of ε岨 carbicleaccompaniecl with the tel11pering begins at arou nd 
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1000C， and along with it the corrosion rate increases and exothermic reaction occurs; 

but the growth of←carbide reaches its saturation at about 2500C and with it both 

the increase of corrosion rate and exothermic reaction comes to a standstill. 

( 2) Within the tempering between 3300C and 450oC， corrosion rate shows no 

noticeable change and between 3600C and 4500C no discernible exotnermic reaction 

occurs; this fact endorses the author's view-point that () phase remains meta-stable 

in the early stage of precipitation. The difference between the tempering ranges 

in the results of both th巴setests can be considered rather natural when we take 

into account the fact that the former is the data after isothermal tempering for 

20 hours and the latter is the data measured while being heated at the rate of 

lQoCjmin. 

( 3) In the tempering range from around 4800C up to around 600oC， the cor-

rosion rate shows a remarkable increase and exothermic reactions occur; in the 

earlier stage these are caused by the growth of () phase particles and in the later 

stage by the nucleation and growth of (Cr， Fe)7C3. 

( 4) The corrosion proof curves of the tempered chromium steels show a 

slight peak in the tempering range between 4000C and 4500C and this corresponds 

wi th some secondary h旦rd巴ningwithin this temperature range. 

(5) With the idea that transition precipitate is composed of only e-carbide it 

is difficult to explain the results shown in the corrosion curve and D. T. A. The 

author's view that transition precipitate is compQsed of e -carbide and x factor 
(probably x-carbide) and e-carbide turns into x factor irreversibly having approx. 
2500C as boundary， in the light of not only the magnetic analysis and hardness test 

but also the resu1ts of corrosion proof test and D. T. A.， seems to be appropriate. 

(6) Within the transitional tempering temperature ranges from x factor to () 
phase and from () phase toマphasethe corrosion rate shows a trend to decrease 

slightly; this can be considered to be related with transitional mechanisms between 

these carbides， and stimulates our interest. 
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